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Re S.p.A. at ICE Europe and CCE International 
 
ICE Europe and CCE International has just ended few days ago, the two main 
international exhibitions for converting and corrugated board industry.  
At ICE (stand 1236, Hall A5) visitors had the opportunity to discover our new 
friction shafts with rollers and the wide range of solutions for web guiding 
systems; while at CCE (stand 714, Hall B6) the main aim was to show for the 
first time on the market the new RotoSpring mechanical core chuck.  
 
“For the first time we were in Munich with a booth in both exhibitions with the goal to confirm our 
position both in the converting and corrugated board industries; two collaterals sectors but with a 
different catchment area. Both exhibition gave us the opportunity to show the market two important 
innovations: the friction shafts with rollers at ICE and the RotoSpring core chuck for an automatic 
ejection of paper rolls at CCE.  Two important technologies that show our ambitions of growth and 
research of new solutions to guarantee our customers’ success.” Says Stefano Mercante, 
marketing and communication of Re S.p.A.  
 

 
 
WHAT’S NEW A ICE EUROPE 
Our new technology for friction shafts 
The new Re friction shafts are the ideal solution for slitter rewinders that need to control accurately 
multiple and independent reels after the cutting process. 
Compared to all solutions on the market, the friction rings are equipped with gripping rolls with a 
wide supporting surface to guarantee a perfect grip of the reel cores. 
Thanks to this solution, we are able to guarantee a wider gripping surface that means a greater 
stability of the reel cores, both with carton and plastic cores. 
With standard rings during the unloading process, usually happens that the gripping balls engrave 
the reel cores, instead, with the gripping rolls solution, the problem has been removed ensuring a 
100% reuse of all cores. 
Re friction shafts are available with 3” and 6” diameters and with different size of friction rings 
accordingly to the application and customers’ requests. 
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The wide range of web guiding systems 
Among the wide range of solution for the web alignment, Re SpA displayed the recent WG.705, a 
very compact web guiding system that guarantees the operator to obtain a tailor-made web device 
very easy to install and to manage. WG.705, depending on the requirements and the application, 
can be designed with different dimensions and equipped with various sensors, splice table and 
other optional for a perfect customer’s experience. Moreover, the system is extremely easy to 
operate thanks to the user-friendly controller that can be installed both on the frame of the web 
guide or remotely on the machine control panel. 
 
WHAT’S NEW A CCE INTERNATIONAL 
The RotoSpring core chuck, the safest way to increase your productivity. 
RotoSpring is the new mechanical core chuck that ensure an extremely safe and automatic 
ejection of the paper reels, saving you time, materials and money.  
Rotospring is made up of a standard Rotogrip mechanical chuck capable of handling the reel 
ejection without damaging the carton cores, allowing you to use almost all the paper reel without 
wasting any paper rounds.  
Thanks to a patented spring system, the new Rotospring guarantees a perfect ejection of the rolls 
even in case of damaged cores, saving the operator to manually operate to remove them using 
levers or other tools with very high risks. 
Compared to the systems on the market, RotoSpring can be easily and very quickly installed on 
any existing or new roll stand of corrugator without any adjustment or intervention on the machine 
that usually caused an high loss of time and, moreover, of money. 
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A new brake cover for high performance 
Combiflex pneumatic brake represent the must for the industry as it guarantees high reliability, 
unmatched performance and long life span, allowing to increase productivity and saving costs.  
Thanks to the experience gained by our technicians, a constant research and development and the 
cooperation with customers have allowed us to find a new important solution to increase the 
performance of our Combiflex brake. 
At CCE International we presented the new HP3 cover that, thanks to a temperature sensor, allows 
to increase the brake performance and, moreover, the lifespan of the brake and all its parts. Three 
led on the cover show the rotation speed of the fan (and in some case the error) so that the 
operator is able to see immediately how the brake is working. 

 
“We are absolutely satisfied for the three days of exhibitions. All the aims we set, have been 
achieved and, in some cases have also exceeded expectations as, for example, the interest that 
visitors showed for the two main innovations.  We come back from Germany with excellent ideas, 
which we have received from the market, to continue our growth and development and to position 
ourselves among the leader suppliers of technological solutions for the converting and corrugated 
cardboard industry.” 
 

ONE COMPANY…1000 SOLUTIONS! 
 
(Words: 806) 
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